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It is shown here that the nonlinear wave equation 
which defines the unquantized, unrenormalized (+4)4-theory has spherically 
symmetric solutions that are localized in space. When A is negative, the 
solutions can be either steady or oscillatory (in time), and when h is positive 
only the oscillatory solutions exist. Two measures of the total energy of a 
wavepacket are discussed. One, the integral of $” over all space, is divergent 
in all cases; the other, the integral of 4” over all space, is divergent in general, 
but has a finite value when the class of solutions is limited to those for 
which the time average of + over a period of the oscillation is zero. 
1. THE (c$~)~-THEoRY AND PLANE WAVES 
The Lagrangian density, 9 = +(&” - 1 VC# 1”) - &+P, and the corre- 
sponding Euler equation 
l&&t - vy + xp = 0 (A real) (1) 
define what is often called the (gl”),-theory. The field 4(x, t) governed by 
it is a scalar under the four-parameter group of Lorentz transformations 
in the Minkowski space where (t, x) G (x”) for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, and the 
metric is gij = g,,=1,ifi=j=0,=-1ifi=j#0,and=0ifi#j. 
The ($4)4-theory appears often (usually in a quantized version) in 
theoretical physics where it is sometimes cited as a possible field-theoretic 
model of scalar mesons and their interactions. Since it is one of the very 
simplest of the nonlinear field theories, it can also be regarded as an example 
that reflects some of the qualitative features of such theories. 
Although (1) appears to define a one-parameter family of theories, only 
three distinct cases need be considered when X is a constant, for if X is not 
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zero then the substitution + + #J/I h l1jz implies X -+ h/j A j = 51 in (I). 
That these are truly distinct cases and that the notion of specifying the 
X-dependence of solutions in the neighborhood of h = 0 is not likely to be 
useful will be seen when we come to discuss spherically symmetric solutions. 
The case where h = 0 is not really a ($4)4-theory; nevertheless, the wave 
equation is the weak-field limit of (1) in either of the nontrivial cases. We 
shall retain the symbol X here, assigning to it the value &I as circumstances 
dictate. 
There is a particularly simple class of exact solutions of (I)--the plane 
waves-defined by the ansatz 4(x, t) = f(wt - k . x) where w and the 
components of k are constants. The resulting ordinary differential equation 
for f has the energy integral 
1 co2 -LEf-12 + !g = E, 
2 h 
where the prime denotes differentiation off with respect to the argument 
6’ = wt - k . x and k2 sz k . k. Equation (2) defines periodic solutions 
(plane waves) for arbitrary positive values of E and (w” - /?)/A with phase 
velocities wjlz that are greater than one when h is positive, less than one 
when h is negative. If w and k are to be identified with the frequency and 
wave number of the plane wave, the condition that f shall be a 2r-periodic 
function of 0 leads to the dispersion relation JE = 2~7, where 
J ( 
03 - k2 
x , E) = $ (2 7 [E - $“$” / df 1 (3) 
is the action. J can be evaluated in terms of the complete beta function 
to give the results 
J = 279~ (zT&)1’2 E3j4 
and 
where 
y = (fr)! (-2)!/7r@)! a 1.1128. 
The plane wave has a universal waveform 
f(k E) = ( co2 ; kz)1’2F(H) = (;) E1/4F(O), 
(4) 
(5) 
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where F(0) is the fundamental 2n-periodic solution of 
Equation (6) can be solved for B = O(F) t m erms of the complete and 
incomplete beta functions, but it hardly seems worth the effort to do so 
since the roughest of the Fourier polynomial approximations, 
F(8) 6x (#)l:‘” sin 0, (7) 
is accurate to within a few percent for all values of 0 and satisfies the integral 
relation 
(F’“) = (F”) where 
which follows from (6), exactly. 
2. STEADY WAVEPACKETS 
Steady, spherical wavepackets exist whenever the reduced equation 
has solutions that are bounded at Y == 0 and approach zero as Y --, K,. 
Given a time-independent spherical solution 4(r), we can also construct 
the time-dependent spheroidal solutions 
by the Lorentz transformations. LF’e shall call all the solutions that are 
time-independent in some frame (the rest frame) steady, reserving the term 
unsteady for solutions that are time-dependent in every inertial frame. 
Equation (9) is an ordinary differential equation, the Lane-Emden equation 
of index three when h is - I. Since the Lane-Emden equation governs the 
distribution of density in a self-gravitating gaseous polytrope, the astronomers 
have found out just about all there is to know about the properties of its 
solutions for finite values of the argument Y (cf. Chandrasekhar [I] for a 
description of many properties of the solutions and a historical account 
of this century-old problem). When the index (the power of 4 on the right 
side of (9)) lies between zero and five, solutions that are bounded at r 2: 0 
change sign (or worse if the fractional powers of ~4 become complex) at a 
finite value of Y, and since density is inherently positive, the astronomers 
have understandably tended to disregard the problem of asymptotic behavior 
of the solutions as r + co except when the index is greater than or equal 
to five (but cf. Fowler [2] for detailed discussions of ordinary differential 
equations of the Lane-Emden type), Here we shall treat (10) in a manner 
that has not, as far as I know, been applied to the discussion of the Lane- 
Emden equation of index three, deriving known results and introducing 
some of the arguments that will be used in the discussions of the harder 
equations to follow. 
The methods to be employed fall under the heading of energy methods 
(or Liapunov methods)-we shall look for functionals E[+] that decrease 
as r increases when C#J is a solution. For equation (9), the relatively simple 
one 
I?[$] = $4; - &b* (11) 
will do. Then, given (9), 
and dEj& is negative semidefinite when 4 is a solution. The qualitative 
structure of solutions of (9) can now be clarified by plotting the lines on 
which E is constant in the phase plane (& vs. $), From (12) it follows that 
the trace of any solution crosses the lines of constant energy, proceeding 
from higher values to lower as Y increases. For any finite value of Y, the 
crossing is a first-order contact except at the points where $,, = 0 and it 
is a third order contact. It can easily be shown that every solution of (9) 
that is bounded at r = 0 has a vanishing derivative there; hence the traces 
start at points on the +-axis. 
When X is positive, the lines E = -$$2 that cross the $-axis at 4(O) = &, 
are bounded away from the +,-axis (where 4 = 0) and for a given value 
of +r , / + i increases as E decreases. Even if E were constant, the solutions, 
which follow traces in the first and third quadrants depending on the sign 
of +,, , would diverge at finite values of r, and the decrease of E with Y merely 
augments the catastrophe. There are no steady wavepackets when X is 
positive. 
When X is negative the constant energy curves are a set of nested closed 
curves surrounding the origin which is approached as E approaches zero 
through positive values. According to (12) the trace of a solution that starts 
at a point 4(O) = do on the +-axis tends to spiral inward toward the origin 
where C$ = $r = 0, but it does not necessarilv make it there before r 
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approaches infinity-that has to be shown. What is known at this point, 
however, is that E cannot increase and it is bounded below- by zero; hence 
it must approach a limit 6, in the range [0, &&,“I as Y approaches infinity-. 
For r greater than a sufhcirntly large value y1 the trace of the solution 
lies arbitrarily close to the line 
(13) 
which defines a periodic function (cf. Section I). The integral of &” over 
a period is 
and the period is 
From (14) and (15) it can be seen that the assumption that El is greater 
than zero leads to a contradiction. for then 
E(R) = E(Y~) - 2 i” $L clr 
* “1 
- El - i E, In t as R-+ co. (16) 
Thus C$ approaches zero as Y approaches infinity, and there are steady wave- 
packets when h is negative. 
Given the vanishing of E as Y approaches infinity, we can find the 
asymptotic behavior of $ by a slight generalization of the WKBJ method, 
as follows: Let us look for a phase-amplitude representation of 4, where 
Then (9) becomes 
cjqu) = L4(r)F(P(r)). (17) 
A(PrzF” + A2F3) + (2&P, + AP,,. +m +, F’ -:- (A,, f- f A,) F == 0, 
(18) 
when h is - I. If this were a linear problem, the appropriate choice would 
be F = sin P(r), but for the problem at hand the appropriate choice of F 
is the fundamental 2rr-periodic solution of (6) discussed in Section I. Then 
P, = A implies the vanishing of the first term of (18), and iz = ur-2/R takes 
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care of the second. With these choices for A and P, , A3 = O(r-2), A,P, = 
O(r-‘j3) and A,, = O(C*/~). Thus the asymptotic behavior of c,A is 
$(r) - ar-3~3F(3arl~3 + b + O(r-“3)) + O(y-413) (19) 
as Y -+ co. Since F is oscillatory, the origin of the phase plane is a spiral 
point. 
Later, we may have occasion to recall the further results. 
s R r2+4 dr - 0 
s R Y 2~2 dr - s(F2) a2R5/3 m +2R5J3 0 
(20) 
as R + co. 
3. OSCILLATORY WAVEPACKETS--/\ LESS THAN ZERO 
Oscillatory solutions may now be defined as solutions of (1) that depend 
on the radius Y in ways to be determined and are strictly periodic functions 
of time in some inertial frame. Let the frequency of the solution be w(r), 
and let 
$(r, t) =f(0, Y) where 8 = P(r, t) and p, = w(y), (21) 
then 
(P,2 - P,2)fm - (wre + Pwfo + 3 PTfO) - (fw + ZfT) +f 3 = 0, (22) 
wheref is a 2n-periodic function of 0. Now $(Y, t) can always be represented as 
$(r, 4 = B(y) + i(r, t + +-NY (23) 
where $ is the mean value of C$ over a period 24~ and the phase n(r) is 
chosen so that $ is an odd periodic function of its second argument, and 
P(y, 4 = w(r)t + #(r), (24) 
where z/(r) is an arbitrary function. Without loss of generality we may 
choose y%(r) = W(Y) T(Y), and then 
f (6 r) = f(y) + JP, ~1, (25) 
505!10/3-I2 
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where f 1s the mean value off over the period 2~ and f-is an odd periodic 
function of 8. With this choice of 4(r), (,fJ.> and (,fo.fr.r) are zero, and 
(22) implies 
i2 (rT(f;*,,),, ~~~ 0 (26) 
or 
r*(w’(r)t -1 Jlr’(~))c’fo2) = at $ 6. (27) 
If W, 4, and ( fo2> arc to be hounded as Y --> 0 for arbitrary t it follows that 
a=b=O, and the only acceptable candidates for wavepackets are the 
oscillatory solutions where w and z,b are constants and, with h ~~ -~ 1 now, 
To see that solutions of (28) are hounded as Y - + x, we can now construct 
the functional 
Then 
(30) 
whenf is a solution. Since E is bounded below by zero and it cannot increase 
with Y, it approaches a limit E, as I + co, and in that limit (.fH2‘,, :f,.‘, , 
and <.f”> are all hounded. To see that ,f actually approaches zero in the 
limit requires a separate argument, just as in the previous section, and this 
time we shall give a somewhat different one. Let .f(H, r) =m Cy(O, r)/r; then 
and the functional 
(32) 
cannot increase in accord with the relation 
when R is a solution. For Y :> 1. d‘ is bounded above by its value at Y = 1 
6 IrLl = r”(E + gY(f2))T)/,:1 (34) 
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and below by zero, and in the limit where Y + x, its approach to a finite 
limit implies 
g, = O(l) and g = 0(&y (33 
or 
f(y) := q-w) and J(0, r) == O(Y-l). (36) 
Equation (35) implies an ordering of terms in (25) as r + co which 
implies in turn the asymptotic behavior 
f - ar--V3F(3&” + b), (37) 
J- ; (&(W $ 0) + /!3(WY -- 0)). (38) 
From (36) it follows that the integral of r2( f “) diverges, and if a is not 
zero the integral of r2(f4) diverges as well. It may be noted, however, 
that the class of oscillatory wavepackets for which (f) = 0 is perfectly 
well defined, and for these the integral of r2( f”) is finite. 
4. OSCILLATORY WAVEPACKETS--h GREATER THAN ZERO 
When h is plus one and 
~2fofss -frr - ; T 2f +f3 = 0, (39) 
the proof of existence of wavepackets becomes more difficult. The functional 
ECf 1 = W<f;“> + <fr”>f ~ i<f 9 = :(f,“> + v[f 1 (40) 
satisfies the condition 
when f is a solution, but E is no longer bounded below by zero. The first 
thing to note is that (39) includes steady solutions, and it has been shown 
in Section 2 that there are no steady wavepackets in this case. Accordingly, 
we shall restrict the class of solutions to be studied in this section to those 
for which (f > = 0, e.g., to the odd functions of 0 with period 2~. Given 
the boundary conditions f (0,~) == f(2n, Y) = 0, we can understand the 
behavior of the functional 
V[f] = ;w”(fs2> - ;<f 1) (42) 
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fairly well by evaluating it at all of its stationary points. A stationary 
point of I’ is a function f(19, r) for which 
6V = 0, f(0, Y) =- f(2T, I) = 0, (fj =: 0. (43) 
The Euler equation of (43) is 
w2fss + f” = 0 (4) 
and (cf. Section 1 again) the stationary points of V are 
fn(@, y) = nwqq, n = 0, 1 , 2,. .., (45) 
where 
(46) 
Now the first Fourier coefficient of F(0) is bounded well away from zero; 
in fact (F(rz.19) sin n19) m (l/3)‘/‘. Therefore, no normalized, 2rr-periodic, 
odd functionf(B, Y) (= 21~2~a,l(~) sin n@ where zhTL2 = 1) can be orthogonal 
to F(n0) for every n; the set (F(nB)} 1s complete in the Hilbert space of square 
integrable, odd, 2n-periodic functions (cf. Courant-Hilbert [3] Vol. 1, 
Chap. 2, Section 11). From this we can conclude directly that f(0, r) = 0 
is a relative minimum of V in the same Hilbert space, surrounded on all 
sides, so to speak, by cols of various kinds where V has the values listed 
in (46). What we should like to find is a domain of attraction, i.e., a condition 
or set of conditions on initial data f(0, 0) such that the decrease of E 
(Eqs. (40) and (41)) . im pl ies a decrease of V in such manner that it approaches 
its relative minimum at f _- 0. 
Generally, the term domain of attraction refers to the open set of all 
points (initial conditions) for which the solution approaches zero as Y ap- 
proaches infinity. Here we shall address the easier problem of isolating 
a connected open domain that lies within the domain of attraction. The 
question of boundedness of solutions at Y =~= 0 is still with US of course; SO 
without further ado let us consider only functions for which (f”) is bounded 
and (fr2) is zero at T = 0. In order that V[f] shall not be less than zero at 
the very outset, we shall also assume that (f 4, < 2w”( fs2) at r =z 0. 
For the purpose of arriving at the slightly deeper understanding of the 
properties of V[f] that will be needed, let us now represent the solutions as 
where 
f (8 y) = &y)g(& I)> 
<g> = 0 and (gy’ = 1. 
(47) 
(48) 
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Every f can be so represented, the question of square integrability of f 
becomes that of boundedness of A(r) in the interval 0 ,< Y < CD, and a 
wavepacket is a solution for which A ---) 0 as Y - 00. Moreover, the represen- 
tation (47) introduces the notion of a ray through the origin of the Hilbert 
space of zero-mean, square integrable functions (defined by a fixed function 
g(0, Y)) along which P’[4g] has the qualitative features exhibited in Fig. 1. 
1. W2A2 < go2 >
2 
r+w2A2<g;> 
“*M 
ii / 
” Fl 
$w2A2<gg2 > - $A’<$> 
A* ,bl dgl 
A 
FIG. 1. Qualitative features of I’[Ag] on every ray. 
In Fig. 1, A,[g] is the value of A at which V[Ag] attains its maximum 
value V,[g], i.e., where 
w2(go2) = A,‘(g% (49) 
and A,,[g] is the smaller root of V[Ag] = V[F],where V[F] is the minimum 
over all choices of g of V/,[g] and F is the function, F = A,[$, for which 
it is attained. 
To determine F and V[F] we note that the procedure just outlined for 
the determination of V[F] is the minimax method for finding the first nonzero 
eigenfunction of the variational problem (43). Thus V[F] is greater than 
zero, as depicted in Fig. 1, the necessity for worrying about cases where 
(ge2) and/or (9) may diverge is obviated, and the first trap is sprung, 
as follows : 
Let us consider those solutions of (39) for which the initial data at r = 0 is 
fr(Q, 0) = 0 and f(6 0) = 4go(Q (50) 
where 
0 < 4 < 4+&,1. (51) 
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Then, provided J,,[g,] is not zero, we have a p:-d)lctn here, and it is CU~C 
for which the value of Z?[S] at v =z 0 is less than l’[f]. Since I:’ canllot 
increase with Y according to (41) and I-[,f] H[,f], a solution that has the 
initial data (50, 51) cannot follow a path where 1’ rises to the height of the 
lowest saddle point, the solution is trapped in the basin off 0, and /:‘[,f] 
satisfies the inequalities 
0 5: lfT[.f] : E[j] l’[ii,go] < VF] for all Y. (52) 
The role of the restriction to solutions for which {f‘) m: 0 can be seen 
clearly now-if it is removed,f :- 0 is no longer a relative minimum of I/[!] 
and the lower bound on ,!?[j] is lost. 
It now follows from (52) and the properties of I:[Ag] exhibited in Fig. 1 
that 
0 .’ I A(Y)1 & A*,[g(B, r)] < A*[g(B, Y)], 
from which we may conclude 
(53) 
&$J(f8”> .<~ V[f] <: &"(f8"> (54) 
and, because of the strict inequality, that there is a positive number E such 
that 
EW2(fo2) c;; w”(fs”) -- (f”) I-- wYf”y. 
And finally we have the bounds 
(55) 
for all values of Y. The inequalities (54-56) can now be used to construct 
a stronger trap that shows that the solutions defined by the initial data 
(50, 51) are all wavepackets. (At this point, I should like to acknowledge my 
indebtedness to E. 1:. Infante for his suggestion that it should be possible to 
modify the function E[f] by the addition to it of terms of the forms /3(~)(.f/~) 
and y(r)(f”j, in such manner that a differential inequality can be used to 
show that both the modified functional and the original approach zero in 
the limit where Y - 03. As it has turned out, the application of the method 
here is somewhat easier than the ones he and R. H. Plaut have discussed 
in [4] and [5].) 
Let us consider the modified energy functional 
(57) 
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where 0 is a constant in the range [O, 21. It follows directly, with one more 
use of (39) to evaluate (ff,.T), that 
dE -= 
dr 
- y2 (fr”> - s (w”(fs”) - (f”>) - $ (f”} 
(58) 
< Ak&f2) - iR&?l;l\ 
Y \ r Y \ " 
where E is positive, in accord with (55). N ow, from the inequalities (56) and 
Schwarz’s inequality 
(ffJ” e (.f”,‘(fT’) < s(E[f])“;w”, (59) 
it follows that 
(60) 
where 
For WY greater than 2 42 /3, i?[f] 1s surely greater than or equal to zero, and 
we have the differential inequality 
which follows from (54) and (60). Th e constant /3 is still at our disposal, 
and if we let 2 - /3 = EW~/~, then (62) implies 
dE -4E -,<----E 
it 
h 
dr 1 -c a2 
y + - L L!Y!l 
w COZY 1 
for WY > 4&Z/( I + w2c), (63) 
and thus there are finite numbers K and pK such that 
0 < R[f] < K/(WY)4f’(lLW2’) for WI :> pK. (64) 
The decrease of E[f] and E[f] to zero as Y --f i;c‘ implies (f’), (f:), (fo2>, 
and (f 4> all vanish in the same limit, and since the convergence of f(B, r) to 
zero is uniform, (39) can be linearized to obtain the asymptotic behavior 
and 
f (01 y) - ; (fi(e + WY) +fdQ - WY)) (65) 
E[f] - E[f] = O(r-2) (66) 
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for the wavepackets defined by the initial data (50, 51). For these solutions 
the integral of r2(f2> diverges and the integral of r2(fa) is finite. 
5. QUALITATIVE BEHAVIOR OF TRAPPED SOLUTIONS 
Given the open domain of initial data points for which the solution is 
trapped that was shown to exist in the previous section, we can describe 
qualitative features of some of the wavepackets as follows: The minimax 
argument establishes the fact that the qualitative behavior of I’[/&] is as it 
is depicted in Fig. 1 for all functions g(B, Y) satisfying the conditions (48). 
In particular, the behavior of V[f] is not qualitatively different from that 
which is obtained by replacing f by its one-term Fourier approximation 
f(B, r) m A(r) d/Zsin 0. (67) 
The resulting comparison problem is governed by the ordinary differential 
equations 
E[A] = &AT2 + &J2A2 - jA4, 
dE -=-- 
dr 
; Av2. 
Now let us discuss some properties of the comparison Eq. (68) (an 
interesting theory in its own right). The potential 
V(A) = &2A2 - sA4 (6% 
has relative maxima at A = +w(2/3)‘lz RS &~(Fs)i/~, and the phase plane 
has a corresponding pair of hyperbolic points on the A-axis. There the 
constant energy lines, where 
E = -$Ar” + V(A), (70) 
are asymptotic to hyperbolae, and the two lines on which E = w4/6 divide 
the phase plane into a lenticular region within which the constant energy 
lines are a set of nested closed curves and four others within which they 
are not closed. Any solution that is started at Y = 0 with the initial values 
A, = 0 and 0 < 1 A j < w(2/3)lj2 spirals to the origin to define a wavepacket 
of (68), and among these the most interesting solutions are those that start 
at a point that is very close to one of the hyperbolic points. A solution that 
starts exactly on a hyperbolic point remains there for all values of r-it is 
the description of a plane wave in the frame where it is purely an oscillation 
in time-but the solution is not stable to minute perturbations of the initial 
data. It may be noted that there is another, perhaps related, kind of instability 
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of the plane waves that manifests itself in similar but time-dependent 
problems (cf. Pao and Su [6]). For a solution that starts near either of the 
hyperbolic points, let 
A = &(w($)l’2 - u). (71) 
Then 
urr + f a, - 2waa + 3($)1/Z wu2 - $23 = 0, (72) 
and, for moderate values of a, 
a e a, sinh 21/2~r/21/2~7. (73) 
When a,, is greater than zero the solution is trapped and there is a first 
zero of A at a value rl such that ~7~ -+ GO as a,, -+ 0. The solution varies 
slowly with r until it escapes the influence of the hyperbolic point, and 
an estimate of the corresponding value of a, can be made without seriously 
violating the linearization of (72) implied by (73) by computing the value 
of 7 at which a grows to a finite but small fraction of w(2/3)lj2 according 
to (73). The result 
a = w/@/2 -+ 2%Jr 1 
sinh 21j2~r 
N 2~/~,~1&e”‘~ w @Pa 03 w / (74) 
1 
gives the position of the first zero of A asymptotically in the limit where 
a,, + 0. The position of the second zero of A can be estimated as follows: 
From (74) it follows that 
Qw* - E, = O(CJ%,~ exp(-2”12wrl)) (75) 
and, since the change of E during the first half cycle takes place for 7 = O(r,), 
&o” - El = O(W3/Yl) and 
a, = O(wi’(w7*)1~2), 
(76) 
where El and a, are the values at the second zero of a? . The further decrease 
of E on the next quarter cycle can be neglected to obtain the result 
a = O(w cash ,(Y - rl)/(wr,)‘/2) 
and the asymptotic estimate 
(771 
(r2 - rl)/rl = O(ln w~~/wT~) as wrl-+ co, (78) 
where Ye is the radius of the second zero of A. Let us call the region 0 < Y < rr 
the body of the wavepacket and the region rn < Y < rnil, where Y, is the 
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radius of the n-th zero of A, the n-th diffraction ring. H\; the rough argument 
given here the widths of the succeeding diffraction rings cannot be distin- 
guished from that of the first, and we have the result that the solutiort in 
the limit where Err approaches w”/6 is a wan opacket for which the radius 
of the body increases indefiniteI>, and the widths of the diffraction rings 
increase, but mot-e slowly in accord with the result, (Ye, , -~ Y,,),:F, 
O(ln WY~:IWI.,). The Gdth of the diffraction ring is overestimated for large 
values of n as can be seen by the results 
for a trapped solution, and 
(I n+1 - Y&f-, N &Yl as n--t co. (80) 
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